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Mass Distributions on the Ideal Boundaries
υ
of Abstract Riemann Surfaces, J/
By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI

The present article is concerned with the equilibrium potential on
Riemann surfaces with positive boundary.
1. Let R* be a Riemann surface with positive boundary and let {Rn}
(w=0, 1, 2, •••) be its exhaustion with compact relative boundaries {dRn}
Put R=R* — R0. Let Nn(z, p) be a positive function in Rn—R0 harmonic
in Rn—R0 except one point p£R such that Nn(z,p)=Q on 37?0>
, p)= Q on g^ and N ^ p^+ιQg\z_p\ is harmonic in a neighbourhood of p. Then the *-Dirichlet integral of NH(z, p) taken over
Rn-R. is D*(Nn(z, p)} = Un(p), where Un(p) = lim (Nn(z, p} +log |z-p \)
Z+P

and the *-Dirichlet integral is taken with respect to Nn(z, p)+log\z—p\
in the neighbourhood of p. For Nn(z, p) and Nn+i(z, p), we have
(N.(z,p),NH+{(z,p))

Ko

V.+{(z,P))
=

2rr(Un(p)-Un+i(p)).

37V (z ύ]
Hence {Un(p}} is decreasing with respect to n. Since / —*v ' p} as = 2π
for every n, lim Un(p)^> — oo, whence {Un(p}}

converges.

Therefore

DRn+i-RQ(Nn+i(zy p) — Nn(z, p)) tends to zero if n and i tend to oo, which
implies that {NM(z, p ) } converges in mean. Further Nn(z,p)=0 on dR0
yields that {Nn(z, p ) } converges uniformly to a function N(z, p}, which
clearly has the minimal *-Dirichlet integral over R, in every compact
part of R. Clearly by the compactness of dR0, we have /R —;f? ^' ds =
9o
dn
1)
2)

Resume of this article appeared in Proc. Japan Acad. 32, 1956.
Let vr(p~) be a circular neighbourhood of p with respect to the local parameter : vr(p') =

£[>€*: \z-p\<r\.

Then D*(Nn(z, f), Nn+i(z, Λ)= 8 W { W+ί(^ Λ+log

By letting r^Q, we have D*(Nn+i(2, p), NH(z, p^=2τt Un +/(/>).
reduces to Dirichlet integral when the functions have no pole.

\z-p\)*?*4fc&-ds.

Clearly 3f-Dirichlet integral
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ds = 2τt. We call N(z, p) the *-Green's function of R
«0 »=oo
cw
with pole at p.
As in case of a Riemann surface with null-boundary, we define for
R* the ideal boundary point, by making use of {N(z, A)}> that is, if
{pi} is a sequence of points in R having no point of accumulation in
R+dRQ for which the corresponding functions N(z, p{] (i = l, 2, 3, •••)
converge uniformly in every compact set of Ry we say that {pt} is a
fundamental sequence determining an ideal boundary point. The set of
all the ideal boundary points will be denoted by B and the set R+B,
by R. The domain of definition of N(z, p) may now be extended by
writing N(z, p) = lim N(z, A) (zeR and p£B), where {A} is any fundaΐ =00

mental sequence determining p. For p in 5, the flux of N(z, p) along
dR0 is also 2τr. The distance between two points p1 and p2 of R is
defined by
δ

, A)

(A> A) = sup

, A)

The topology induced by this metric is homeomorphic to the original
topology in R and we see easily that R—R1 + dR1 + B and B are closed
and compact. Evidently, if {A} tends to p in δ-sense (with respect to
δ-metric), then N(z, A) tends to N(z, p ) , that is N(z, p} is continuous
with respect to this metric and derivatives of N(z, A) converges to
those of N(z, p) at every point z of R.
First, we shall prove the following
Lemma 1. Let G be a compact or non-compact closed set containing
a relatively closed set F and suppose that there exists at least one harmonic
function U(z) such that U(z) = φ on dRQ + dF and whose Dirichlet integral
taken over R—F is finite. Let UF(z] be the harmonic function in R—F
having the minimal Dirichlet integral over R—F with boundary value φ
on dRo + dF among all functίoh {UΛ(z}} having the same boundary value
φ on 37?o + 9F. Let UG(z) be a harmonic function in R—G with the
boundary value UF(z] on 3G4-37?0 such that UG(z) has the minimal Dirichlet
integral taken over R—G among all functions with the boundary value
UF(z) on 3G+aZ?0. Then
UG(z) = UF(z) .

Proof.

Let U^(z] be a harmonic function in Rn—R0—G such that

UH'(z) = UF(z) on 3G + a#0 and

on

=o on dRn-G. Then we see as
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in case of N(z, p) that {Un'(z)} converges to a function U'(z) in mean
and that U(z) has the minimal Dirichlet integral (we shortly it denote
by M.D.I) among all functions with boundary value UF(z) on 3/?0-f 3G.
Assume DR.G(U(z)) <DR_G(UF(z))-d (d>0). Then DRH_Ro_G(UΛ'(z))<
DR_G(UF(z}} — d (n = 1,2,3, •••)• Now let U£(z) be a harmonic function in
/
Rn-R0-F such that U^(z) = UF(z) on 3Rnr\(G-F)+c)R0 and U^(z) = U (z)
on dRn-G. Then by Dirichlet principle, DRn_RQ_F(U:(z}}^ΌRn_RQ_G(UJ(z}}
Choose a subsequence {U^(z)} of {U»(z}} which converges uniformly
in every compact set of R— F to a function U*(z). Then we have also
DR-F( U* (z) ) < lim
DRn, _RO ( U"n, (z) ) ^ DR_F( UF(z) ) - rf. This contradicts the
r =00
n

minimality of DR_F(UF(z}}. Hence DR_G(U'(z})=DR_G(UF(z}} and U(z) is
clearly the harmonic continuation of UF(z) by Dirichlet principle. On
the other hand, it is clear that such U(z) is determined uniquely3) by
the boundary value on dR0 + dG. Hence UF(z) = U'(z) = UG(z). Next, we
consider the Dirichlet integral of N(z, p).
Lemma 2. Put NM(z, p}=mίn [M, N(z, p}~]p € R.
integral of NM(z, p) over R satisfies

Then the Dirichlet

DR(NM(z, p}) ^2τrM:M^O.
Proof. We shall prove the lemma in three cases as follows :
Case 1. p£R and the set VM(p) = £[>6 R: N(z, p) ^M] is compact.
Case 2. p G R and VM(p) is non-compact.
Case 3. p£B.
Case 1. p 6 R and VM(p) is compact. Let Nn(z9 p) be a function in
Rn—R0 such that Nn(zy p} is harmonic in Rn—RQ except p, Nn(zy p}
+ log I z—p I is harmonic in a neighbourhood of p, Nn(z, p)=0 on 3J?0
and

3JV

»(*' & = 0 on 3^M . Let N^(zy p) be a harmonic function in
3w
7?M--^o- FM(ί) such that ^U, ί) =M on 3FM(/>), ^U, ί) =0 on 3J?0 and
= fMdN"'(z'p)ds.

Clearly, U^^-^Λ^, ^>)} is increasing with

3) Let Ui(z) (*=1,2) be a harmonic function in /?-G such that ί/ι(z) = £/2(z) on
and ί/t (-2) has the finitely minimal Dirichlet integrals over R-G. Then by the minimality of
£(£/,-(»), we have £(£/,-(», F(»)=0, where F(2) is a harmonic function in R-G such that
VO)=0 on θ^o-HδG and D(F(a:))<oo. We can consider U^z) - U2(z) as V(z). Hence
D(lJl(z)-U2(z)t £/1(2))
whence D(fJl(z)-U2(z)^Q9
i.e. ί/ι(«) = C72
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respect to n and Nn'(z, p) converges in mean and also converges uniformly in every compact set of R— VM(p] to a function N'(z, p) and
f
DR-v^(N (z, P)}=2πM and further N*(z, p} has M.D.I over R-VM(p]
among all functions having the value M on 3VM(p) and zero on dR0.
Let R be a compact component of R bounded by dRQ and a compact
analytic curve 7 which separates VM(p] from 3R0. Denote by ω*(z) a
harmonic function in R' such that ω*(z)=Q on 9JP0 and ω*(z)=l on γ
and let ωΛ(«) be a harmonic function in Rn—R0— VM(p) such that ωw(^) = 1
on dVM(p),

ωn(z)=0

Diίn-Ro-Vjtfpϊfante))
principle

on a#0 and

^DRr(o)*(z}}.

^ = 0 on 3jR^. Then clearly,
on
On the other hand, by the maximum

\Nn(z, p}-N;(z,
where δw = max [!#,(*, £)-M|] on
Let n->oo. Then 7VM(2, £) tends to M(=N'(z, p)) on 3FM(^) and consequently δw->0 as w-^oo. Since δwώw(^)^0 as w->oo ? we have N(z, p)
- t f ( z , P) and DΛ(^Uf ί)) = DR.v^(N(z9 p)) = lim M f
Case 2. ^€7? and VM(p) is non-compact. Take
FM/C£) is compact. Then since N(z, p ) ( p £ R ) has
R-VM'(p), N(z, p) also has M.D.I over R~VM(p] by
fore N(z, p) = limNn'(z, p) in R— VM(p)9 where Nt!(z>
R-R,-VM(p),

Nn'(z,p)=Q

on dR,, Nn'(z,p)=M

3N

»'(z>

p)

ds

M large so that
the M.D.I over
lemma 1. Therep} is harmonic in
on 3VM(p)

and

. Hence
dim #„'(*, Λ) - lim M
Case 3. pe B. Let {^t } be a fundamental sequence determining ^?.
Then for any given positive number f, we can find a narrow strip
S 4) such that the interior of S contains dVM(p)r\(Rn—RQ) and that
DRn.RQ.v^p,-s(N(zy p}}^DRn_RQ_VM,p,(N(zyp}}-e
and further (VM(pi)r\
(Rn-RQ))t(S+VM(p)) for any ι^/0(S), where FM(ίί)=E[a:el2:^, A)
^M] and ί0(S) is a suitable number depending on S and 6, because
7V(2, ^, ) converges uniformly in every compact part of R to N(z, p}.
On the other hand, since the derivatives of N(z, p,) converge to those
of N(z9 p) uniformly in Rn—R0, we have
S may consist of a finite number of components.
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DRn-Ko-VMcP>-s(N(z, P)) ^fagDx-vtfPβWz,

Pi)}

Hence, by letting £-*0 and then w-^oo ;
DR(N«(zt P)) = DR_v(N(z, p))
In the present part, we consider only positive continuous function
M
U(z) such that U(z)=Q on 3RQ and DR(U (z)}<oo for every Af, where
M
U (z) = min [M, U(z)~\. In what follows, in order to introduce the
harmonicity or superharmonicity in R, we make some preparations :
2. Capacity and th^ Equilibrium Potential of Relatively closed Sets
in R.
Let F be a compact or non-compact relatively closed set in R having
no common point with Rlt Denote by ωn(z) a harmonic function in
Rn—R0—F such that ωn(z)=Q on dRQ9 ωn(z) = l on F except possibly a
f~\

I

\

*^j = 0 on 3Rn-F. Then the
dn
Dirichlet integral of ωn(z) and ωn+i(z) taken over Rn—R0—F is DRn_Ro.F
(ωn(z}-ωn+i(z}y ωn(z))—09 whence
subset of capacity zero of F and

.R^F(ωn+i(z) - ωn(z)) ,
DRn.RQ.F(ωn(z)) <DRn+i_RQ_F(ωn+i(z}) <DRl_Ro(ω*(z}) ,

where ω#(z) is a harmonic function in Rl—RQ such that ω*(^) = 0 on
dR0 and ω*(z) = l on dRίm Hence {DRn_RQ_F(ωn(z}}} is convergent, which
implies that
DRn.RQ(ωn+i(z}-ωn(z}} =DRn.RQ(ωn+i(z))-DRn_RQ(ωn(z))

,

tends to zero as n and i tend to oo.
Hence ωn(z) converges to a harmonic function ωF(z] in mean. Since
ωn(z)=0 on 3J?0, ωn(z) converges to ωF(z) uniformly in every compact
set of R—F. Evidently, ωF(z) has M.D.I over R—F among all functions
having the value 1 on F except possibly a subset of capacity zero of F.
We call such ωF(z) the equilibrium potential of F and D(ωF(z}} = /
ds0
the capacity of F. Then we have the following

ω

Theorem 1.
1) // Fn f F, then ωFn(z] f ωF(z) and Cap (FJ f Cap (F).
2) Let Gε be the domain such that Gs = E[z£ R: ωF(z) ^1—
/e/ ωGg(2) fe ίAβ equilibrium potential of G ε .

z

^ ' ds
on
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3) Let 3Gε be the niveau curve of ωF(z) with height 1 — £. Then there
exists a set H in the interval (0, 1) such that mes#=l and that 1— ££#
implies
Cap(F)=

9R0

σn

on

.

Proof. Let ωF(z) and ωFn(z) be the equilibrium potentials of F and
Fn respectively. Then ωF(z}^ωFn(z] and D(ωF(z))ϊ>D(ωFn(z)).
On the
other hand, clearly ωFn(z) is increasing with respect to n and lim ωFn(z)
attains 1 on F except possibly a subst of F of capacity zero. Since
ωF(z) has the M.D.I, we have D(ωF(z)) = HmD(ωF (z)) and ωF(z) =lim ω F ( z } 9
«=oo

W=oo

because such a function is determined uniquely by its boundary value
on F.
Proof of 2). If we replace UF(z)
Theorem, then we have at once 2).

in lemma 1 by ωF(z) in this

Proof of 3). Let ω^(z] be a harmonic function in Rn—R0—Gs such
that ωn'(z)=Q on dRQ, ωn'(z) = l-8 on 3Gε and ?6)^1=0 on
on
Then, since limωn'(z) has M.D.I over R—Gζ> we have
by 2). On the other hand, since

/

^M</

^^^0 on 3Gε and Mlim fdω^lds= βflim^-^ds,
dw
=°° 9κ0 on
θ o w=o° 9w
Fatou's lemma
Lΐ

=f ^Mds ^nlim / ^^-ds = f
9^8 on
=°° θ^ε on
9R0

we have by

on

Now we can take p + iq = ωF(z)+iώF(z) as the local parameter at every
point of R— F, where ώF(z) is the conjugate function of ωF(z). Then
^^ = 0 and ^M^l at every point of the niveau of ωF(z) and the
oq
op
Dirichlet integral is
L = D(ωF(z)} =
If there were a set E of positive measure in (0, 1) such that 1 — £ 6 E
implies Lε<^L, we have D(ωF(z))<^L. This is absurd. Hence we have 3).
Regular Domains, Let F be a compact or non-compact relatively
closed domain in R and let ωF(z) be its equilibrium potential of F. If
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'ds = f

ωp

^z' dsy F is called a regular domain. We see at once

by 3) of Theorem 1 that there exists a sequence of regular domains
G*=E[z£ R: ωF(z)^l— 8} which we call the regular domains generated
by the equilibrium potential, containing any closed set F of positive
capacity and that any compact closed domain with analytic relative
boundaries is always regular.
3. Definition of VD(z] for compact or non-compact Domain D.
Suppose a continuous function U(z) in R such that U(z)=Q on 37?0,
D(UM(z))<^oo and a domain D. Let Ό%(z) be a harmonic function in
R-D such that U%(z} = UM(z] on 3R0+dD and U%(z) has M.D.I over
R—D. Then evidently, U%(z) is determined uniquely. We define UD(z)
by lim £/#(*).
Theorem 3. Let D be a regular domain and let ND(z, p) be a function in R—D such that ND(z, p) is harmonic in R—D except p where
N(z, p}+log\z—p\ is harmonic, ND(zy p)=Q on ^RQ+^D and ND(z, p}
has the minimal *-Dirίchlet integral (it is taken with respect to N(zy p}
+ log\z—p\ in a neighbourhood of p}. Then we have the following

UD(p] = - f U ( z ) >
2τr *D
dn
Proof.

p]

(1)

ds .

Let ωn(z) be a harmonic functionin Rn—R0—D such that

ωn(z}=Q on a£0, ωn(z)=l

on 3D and ^^1 = 0 on dRΛ-D and let
dn
Nn(z, p) be a harmonic function in Rn—R0—D with one positive logarithmic singularity at p such that N5(z, p)—Q on dRQ+dDr\(Rn—R0) and
, p)=Q

on

Q]^__Dm

Then by the maximum principle there exist

constants M and n such that Nζ(z, p}<^M' for n^n0 outside of a
neighbourhood of p. Hence there exists a constant M" such that
N%(z, p) <LM" (ί— ωn(z}} in Rn—R0 outside of a neighbourhood of p for
every n^n0, whence 0

^

»
dn

<

^ _ M - . on dDr\(Rn-R0). N o w
on
ω

since D is regular, we have f d s = f D ° (z) ds= f D lim
θβQ <3n
%
on
<> n=°°
where ωQ(z) = lim
ωn(z) is the equilibrium potential of D.
M — oo

on

-ds9

Assume that there exists a positive constant δ such that for infinitely
,^\ / \
ω z
many numbers m and n(n^>m) such that
/
^ ' ds^>8. Then
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Let n tend to oo. Then by Fatou's lemma
/
^eίίU^Hm
/
^Mds-S
n
d£>rχι?w-j?0) on
=°° ϊDr\ίRn-R£ on

n

=°° a#o

Let m tend to oo. Then f^^ds^ f^Mds-S.
the regularity of Zλ

θ/>

9^

θ/?0

an

on

This contradicts

Hence, for any given positive number £, there

exist numbers m and w0(£, m) such that 0<1
->Λ7Z>/

«M

/
n

^
m

/
^v^^ P>ds<M"€, ίor n^>nQ.
9Dr\aRn-R^
3n
Let ί/^) be a harmonic function in Rn—RQ—D such that

w^w 0 . It follows that
M

= U (z)
*
i
formula

(2)
Uy(z)

on a^o + 3D and ^M=0 on ^Rn-D. Then by Green's
3W

Let w tend to oo. Then since £7^) tends to UD(Z) and by (2), we have
!/-(#)= 1 f
Hence by letting M->oo, we have UD(p) = — / U(
2τr QD

on

5. Harmonicity and Superharmonicity in R. If f7(2f) is superharmonic
in R and further, for any compact domain D, if U(z) = UD(z) or
U(z)^>UD(z], we say that £7 (2) is harmonic or superharmonic in R
respectively.
Theorem 3. // £7(2) ««rf V(z) are positive, U(z)=V(z)=Q on "dR0
and harmonic in R and superharmonic in Ry then for a domain D
2) U(z) ^ V(z) implies UD(z) ^ VD(z).
3) UD(z) + VD(z)=D(V+V)(z).
4) (CUD(z))=D(CU)(z)
for C^O.
5) UDl+I>2(z) <*UDl(z) + UDz(z] for two domains D1 and D2.
6) If D, 5 A, f*«f βl(t/θ2(2)) = C//>2(2) αwrf ί/0l(2);> t/^ίz).
The first five assertions are clear by definition. We shall prove 6).
We see easily that UM(z) is superharmonic in R by the superharmonicity
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of U(z) in R. Assume A } A. Then by lemma 1 U^(z) = D2(U^(z)) .
Hence by letting M-> oo UDl(z) =D2(U^(z)) ^ (£/(*)) = UD2(z).
Another Definition of UD(z). If U(z) is superharmonic in R, UD(z)
is given as follows: Put Dn = Dr\(Rn—R0). Then
UD(z) = lim UDn(z) .
M=oo

Proof. UDn(z) is increasing with respect to n by 6) of the above
Theorem. Hence {UDn(z}} converge. Since D(U%(z}} <D(UM(z)}< oo,
for any given positive number £ there exists a number n0 such that
DD^R_R^(U%(z}}<^S for n^n0(M). On the other hand, since U%n(z) has
M.D.I over #-#„ with boundary value UM(z} = U%n(z] on 3Dn,
for

_z}}+8
Let n-^oo and then £-»0. Then

DR-D(U%(z}} 2> lim (DR_Dn(U%n(z}} :> ^^(Um ί/^W) .
Hence lim Upn(z}

has M.D.I over R— D with boundary value UM(z] on

3D, whence lim U%H(z) = U%(z)

and lim UDn(z) ^ I7^U).

Let M-^oo.

Then
lim UDn(z) ^ t/DU) .
Next, put Mn= sup U(z). Then clearly UD (z) = U%»(z] ^U%»(z}.
w-*oo.

*6ΛΛ-1?0

Then lim ί/oM(^) <*UD(z).

Let

Thus we have lim ^(^ = UD(z)*

6. Equilibrium Potential of a closed subset ^4 of B.

Let .A be a

δ-closed set of B. Put Am = E\z£ R : δ(z, A) ^— 1. Then Rr\Am is a
L
mJ
relatively closed set of R and f\Am = A. Let ω^w>w(^) be a harmonic
function in Rn— R0— Am such that ωAmtn(z)=Q on 3/?0, ω Λm>>l (^) = l on
and ? ? ^ = 0 on 3/i-Λ.. Then

Since

D(ωAmn(z}}

and D(ωAm+. n(z}}

converge

as n -»• co , we have
Hence

ί(*))
ωAm(z) ,

Ae-tfo-^J^J*)
ωA^. (z}} +DK_K(>_Am
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z))-DR_Ro.AJωAm+i(^

and DR_Ro_Am(ωAtn(z}} is

decreasing with respect to m. Therefore ωAm(z) converges to a function
ωA(z) in mean as m->oc. We call ωA(z)=\im ωAm(z) the equilibrium
potential of A. Suppose ω^(z)^>0. Let V(z) be a harmonic function in
R-G such that V(z)=Q on a#0-f-3G and £>(F(z))<oo, where G is a
relatively closed set containing A. Then by lemma 1 ωAm(z) (AmCG)
has M.D.I over R— G among all functions having the boundary value
ω
Am(z) on 3G. Hence

for every small positive number £. Since a>Am(z) converges to ωA(z) in
mean,
D(ωAm(z)-ωA(z)9

V(Z}}

<VD(ωAm(z)-ωA(z))D(V(z))>

which implies D(V(z), <*>A(z))=Q. Since V(z) is arbitrary, ωA(z) has also
M.D.I over 7?— G among all functions having the boundary value ωA(z)
on 3G. Therefore Aβ>A(z)=ωA(z).
Hence if we take Gs = [zGJ?: ωA(z)
4

— £], β^
JL

c

is ίA0 equilibrium potential of G ε .

7. Integral Representation of Superharmonic Functions in R.
Definition of UA(z) for a S-closed subset A of B. Am = E\z£R\
11
*δ(z, A) <z — . Then Am is relatively closed set and clearly UAm(z) is
mJ
decreasing as m-^oo. We define UA(z) by lim UAfn(z).
Theorem 4.
1) j/V(ar, p) (p € /?) f5 superharmσnic in R and superharmonic in R, more
generally fN(z, p)dμ(p) is superharmonic in R for μ^>0.
2) ωD(z) and ωA(z] are superharmonic in R.
Proof of 1). First, suppose p£R. Since clearly N(z, p) is superharmonic in J?, it is sufficient to prove that N(z, p) :>ND(z, p) for every
compact domain D. Since N(z, p) has the minimal *-Dirichlet integral
over R, we have by Green's formula and by Theorem 2

N(z, p ) = or >

- / N(ζ, p}

2π 9D

z

on

ds = ND(z, p} ,

according as p G D or p £ D.
Next, consider p G β. Let {£,-} be a fundamental sequence determining p. Then Λ?(z, £f ) tends to N(z9 p} on 3D, hence
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N(z, p) = lim N(z, pt] ;> ±- / lim N(ξ, p,}dN°^'
ί=°°

2τΐ

3D 1=00

C7#

z}
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ds = ND(z, p) .

Thus JV(#, p}(p£R) is superharmonic in /?.
The approximation to V(z) = f N(zy p)dμ(p) by a sequence of functions Vn(z) (n = l, 2, •••) of the form Vn(z) = i%ciN(z, p{]

can be done

ί=l

in every compact part of R.

Vn(z}= — f Vn(ζ)3ND^>
2τr 3D
dN

on

9

plies by letting n-*oo V(z} = — f V(ζ) °^
_ 2τt θz?
on
V(z) is superharmonic in R.

^ds, which im-

z]

ds = VD(z}.

Therefore

Proof of 2). Let G be a compact domain and let ωnD(z) be a harmonic
function in R-Rn-D such that <4(<r)=0 on 3J?0, ω£(*)=l on dDr\(Rn
-R0) and ^^1 = 0 on a^w-D.

Then

2τr

where N£(ζ, z) is the *-Green's function of Rn—RQ—G with pole at
Let rc->oo. Then

2τr OG
Hence ωD(z) is superharmonic in R.
Put G = Λ, -

Then ω^(^) 2> 1. /

Let m->oo. Then ωΛ(z) ^~ f ωΛ(ξ) dN°^'
2τr 9G
on

z]

ds = GωA(z) .

Thus ωA(z) is also superharmonic in R.
Theorem 5. If U(z) is positive harmonicin R and superharmonic in
R, then for a ^-closed subset A of By we have
1) There exists a mass distribution μ on A such that
UA(z) = ±- fN(z,p)dμ(p),
2τr A
The total mass μ(A) is given by — / —^^-ds.
2τt 9/?0
^n
2) A<»A(Z) = O>A(Z) =- / N(*> P) dμ(p]
for ωA(z]
2τr A
2'} If p is an ideal boundary point such that ωp(z)^>0, then

for all point z in R.

ωp(z) = KN(z, p) ,
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3)

U(z)=

f N { z , p)dμ(p).

Proof. Put Am = E\z£R: S(z, .4)^—1 and Am,n = Amr\(Rn-R.}.
L
mJ
Then by 5. UA(z)=limlim UAmιn(z}. Now U(z) ;> t/^mU) :> UAm,n(z) for
,,», U(z) = UAm>n(z) for z€Am,n(z] is continuous on Λ»,»(*), whence
s
^Afw.nte) i superharmonic at every point of Am,n. Hence it can be
proved by the method of F. Riesz-Frostmann that the functional

J( =

N(z

ri 1 A f f > ρ]

dμ(ρ} d

2

2 4τr Am>n

^-^- / ^j*) <w*),
2τr Amyn

is minimized by a unique mass distribution on μ(Am,n) on ^4WιM among
all non negative mass distributions. The function V(z) given by
— / N(z, p) dμ(p) is equal to U(z) on Am n except possibly a subset of

27tAm^n

capacity zero of Am>n and has the M.D.I, because V(z) is a linear form
of N(z,p}(peR}. Therefore UAmtn(z)=V(z), where the total mass is
given by — / —Λm'n
2τr

dn

ds for every n and m. Since N(z, p) is a δ-

continuous function of p for fixed z and the total mass is less than
— / ~ dsy μ(AM,n) has an weak limit μ(Am) on Am as n-*°°. Hence
2π DRQ on
UAm(z) =±- fN(z, p)dμ(p) and by letting m-oo, UA(z) = - f N(z,p)dμ(p).
A

2) and 27) are clear by the property of a>A(z) and 3) is also clear, if we
consider B as A.
8. Classifications of the Ideal Boundary Points.
Regular or Singular ideal Boundary Point. Take an ideal boundary
point p as a closed subst A of B. Then we call p a regular or singular
ideal boundary point according as ωp(z)=G or ωp(z}^>0.
In what follows, we shall consider another classification. We shall
prove the following
Theorem 6. Let U(z) be a harmonic in R and superharmσnίc function
in R and let A be a closed subset of capacity zero of R. Then
UA(z) = UΛ(z) .

A

Proof. Let G be a compact domain in R.
U(z)=VG(z) + U'(z)

Then

for z&R-G,

(a)

where Vc(z) is a harmonic function in R— G such that VG(z) = U(z) on
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9G-f-3/?0 and VG(z] has M.D.I over R— G and U'(z) is a harmonic function
in R--G such that U'(z)=Q on 3G-f3J??0 and U'(z) is superharmonic in
R— G. In fact, let D be a domain in #. Then since D+ G 5 G, by Lemma
1> Vc(^)=V D+G (^), where VD+G(z) is a harmonic function in R—G—D
such that V J D + G U)=V G (^) on 3Z) + 3G-f 3Λ0 and FD+G(^) has M.D.I over
R—G—D. Now, since U(z) is superharmonic in .R and VG(z)=VG+D(z),
U(z] = U'(z) + VG(z

Z7Γ C9G-Z))+C9Z)-G)

( V (z)
= 2τΓ
— C9G-£»+(9£>-G)
/
G

Hence

+ U (2
U'(z]

U(ξ)

dn

= VG+D(z) + UD'(z] .

UD'(z] ,

where UD'(z] is a harmonic function in R—G—D such that UD'(z}=Q
= U'(z] on dG + dR0-D, UD'(z} = U'(z} on dD-G and U'(z) has M.D.I
over R—G—D. This means that ί/'U) is superharmonic in R—G.
Consider Amyn = Amr\(Rn—RQ] as D in (a). Then by (a)

for

e-^-G, (c)

where VAm>n(z) is a harmonic function in R—G such that VAm n(z)
= UAm,n(z) on 3tfo+3G and VA^n(z]
has M.D.I over R-G and Γ/^j*) is
a harmonic function in R— G— Am>n
such that UAmn(z)=0 on 3.ff0+3G

-Λn,w, t/^,^)-^^) on SA^-G

and UAm n(z) has M.D.I over R-G
-AM,n. ' Hence by (b) t/^, „(*) £
And ( FG— F^OTj J (2) is a harmonic
function in tf-G-A,.,, such that ( VG- VAm „) (z) = 0 on dR0+dG-D,
(VG-VAmtn)(z)=VG(z)-VAm>n(z)(VG(z)
= U(z) and ΘG) on 9Am.M and
- V^, J («) has M.D.I over fl-G-4 .». Clearly since £/(«)
Q^(VG-VAm,n(z}<Mω'Am>n(z}y
where M=maxV c (*) and ω^J*) is the
equilibrium potential of Am,n with respect to R—G.
Let w-^oo. Then ί/A^J-z') t C/AOT(^)> since U'(z) is superharmonic in
/?-G. f/^w,» ί UAm(z) implies F^m,» t VAm(z).
(VG-VAmJ(z)->(VG
— VAfn)(z).
Here VAmtn(z) converges to VAm(z) in mean, because
DR-G(VA m,n (z)) = f VAm
m,n (z)—4?^—ds
g
dG

and 3G is compact.

Hence
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VAm(z) has also M.D.I over R— G with boundary value UAm(z)
and 0 on 3R0. Therefore

on 3G

UAm(z] = VAm(z] + ££„(*) + ( VG- FΛ J ( z ) .

Let m-oo. Then VAm(z] \ U A ( z ] , VAm(z] \ V A ( z } 9
0 = Ihn ( VG- VAJ (z) ^ MωA' (z)=Q. Hence

UAm(z) j UA(z)

(d)

and
(e)

UA(z) = VA(z) + UA'(z).
By (d) and (e), we have
UAm(z)-UA(z)

= ^mU)-F^) + (%m(^)-C//(^)) + (FG-^J(^) ,

where VAm(z)=GUAm(z)
and FA(^) =GUA(z) by definition and the last
two terms on the right hand side are non negative. Hence
UAm(z}-UA(z}^G(UAm(z}-UA(z}}.
Suppose G = ΛM',»' (n'<^nί).

Then by letting »'->oo, we have

UAm(z] - UA(z) ^Am,(UAm(z}-UA(z}}

(f)

.

Proof of the theorem. Since UA(z) is representable in the form (e)
for any compact domain G, UA(z] is clearly superharmonic in R, that
is UA(z)^GUA(z)'=*VA(z)
for domain G. Hence A^UA(Z} ^UA(z) for
every m' and A C/A(^) ^^(^
Let z be a point of R. Then, since UAm(z] | f7^(-ε) as m->oo, for
any given positive number θ, there exists a number w0 depending on z
such that
for
Then by (f)
0< ^(£7^,^))- ί/^U)) < UAm+i(z}-UA(z]

< 6.

On the other hand, by 6) of Theorem 3 A^(UAmxi(z}) = UAm+i(z)
m+i^mf . Hence
Am>(UAm+i(z} + UA(z}-UAm+i(z))

for

^ UAm+i(z}-s.

Thus by letting 6-0, Am,(UA(z}} ^ UA(z). Therefore ΛUA(z) = UA(z).
Putting A = qy we define the function Ψ(#) of q in B as
_! / ™s(*>Jids.
2π θj?o
9^
1)

Then we have

Theorem 7.
Φ(#) has only two possible values 1 and 0.
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2) Denote by BQ and B^ the sets of points of B for which Ψ(#) =0 and
ψ(q)=ί respectively. Then B=BQ + B1 and B0 is void or an Fσ.
We shall prove 1) in two cases as follows :
Case 1. q is regular ideal boundary point, i.e. ωg(z)=0.
Case 2. q is a singular ideal boundary point, i.e. ωq
Case 1. ωq(z] = 0. We have Nq(z, q} = Ψ.(q)N(z, q} by 2) of Theorem
5 and qNq(z, q} = V2(q}N(zy q} = V(q}N(z, q} = Nq(z, q} by Theorem 6.
Hence we have ψ(q)=Q or 1.
Case 2. ωq(z)^>Q. In this case we have N(z, q} = Kωq(z) = Nq(z, q}
=Kqωq(z}=KV(q}Nq(z, q} by 2'} of Theorem 5. Hence ω,(*)>0 implies
Proof of 2). The set Tm is defined as the set (possible void) of all
points q of B such that Ψ(Λ»(ff)) = - /

2τr 3/?0

^*^Z* q]ds< -ί (this means

A

2

3w

=0), where A»(q) =E\zeR : δ(z, q} <—}. Then clearly B0 = \JΓm.
L

m

rfl J

p>ι

We shall show that Ψ(Λ»(tf)) is a lower semicontinuous function of q.
By definition NAm^(zy q} = lim NAmyn^(zy q}y where >lmill(^)
M

_^ O ) Φ

Hence, for any given positive number £, there exists a number

such that

1

q))-€. Suppose ^-^^.
the compactness of Am,n(q)

Then A-^i^J-^A..-^).

Hence by

H. ^ . , ( Z , *) =

Consequently

limΨ(Λ«((7. )) ^ ^(Λ.^)) —5, whence by letting
, =oo

Therefore Ψ(ylm(^)) is lower semicontinuous with respect to g, whence
Γm is closed and BQ is an F σ .
9. Canonical Distributions. We shall consider properties of B0 and Bλ .
Theorem S.
2)

// U(z) is given by

f N(z, P}dμ(p)y

UBo(z)=0
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3) Every function U(z) which is harmonic in R and super harmonic in R
is representable by a mass distribution on B1 such that
U(z) = ±

27Γ Bl

fN(z,p)dμ(p).

Proof of 1). The set Γ m , being closed and compact, may be covered
by a finite number of its closed subsets whose diameters are less than
— . It is sufficient, by 5) of Theorem 4, to prove 1) for any closed
m
subset A whose diameter is less than — , of Γ w . Assume Cap(A)^>0.
m
Then Q<AωA(z}=ωA(z}= — f N ( z ί p } d μ ( p ]
by 1) of Theorem 5. On
2τr A
the other hand, since AωA(z) = lim lim Am)nωA(z), for any given positive
number £, there exist numbers m and n such that
9#0

a#0

on

on

where Atn=ε[zeR: 8(z, A) ^-1] and Am,n = Am^ (Rn-R0).
Now ωA(z) can be approximated on Am,n by a sequence of functions
Vf(z) = ^CiN(z9 Qi}(Qi^A] (/ = !, 2, •-). Then by Fatou's lemma

because ΛnC^mίί1.-) =^ \z£ R '• &(z, g() <; — 1 for every q(^A implies
/ dNw>(*' Qi] ds ^— / 9Λ(jf ' g<J ds. This is absurd. Hence Cap (A) =0,
8J?0
3/j
2 «ΛO
on
Cap(ΓJ=0 and Cap(S0)=0.
Proof of 2). As above, we have for AζiΛm> UA(z) <UAm(z]
d

d

f UMds<f I^lds<^

9/?0

3^

9/?0

σ^

and

f^-ds, whence mass of UA(z] ^1

2 9#0

σ^

2

m^55 o/ U(z) and mα55 o/ ^t/A^) ^— m^55 σ/ C/A^). On the other hand,
^
since Cap(^4) = 0, we have by Theorem
6 AUA(z) = UA(z).
=0, UΓm(z)=0 andUBo(z)=0.

Hence UA(z)

Proof of 3. Suppose £/(*) = — / N(z, p) dμ(p) . Put ΐm>n = E\z£B:
1 η
2τr ,BO
L
δ(z, Γm) <* — . Let z be a point J?. Since UΓm(z)=Q, for any given
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£

positive number 6, there exists a number n(m) such that UΓmtH(z) <i-trι
for n^n(m}. For each m select Γm'(— Γ w J in this fashion. Put Cm=

i

Then Cw are closed and form a increasing sequence as m -> °° . Denote
by Aw the closure of the complement of Cm in B. Then the distance
between Άm and Γm is at least —.—r . Thus {Άm}, which forms a desn(m)
cending sequence, has an intersection A which is closed and, having no
point in common with any Γm, is a subset of BlΛ
Now UCm(z)<Σ UΓ/(z) ^Σ2- '£^£. Observing Άfn + Cm = B, we
ί=l
t=l
obtain
U(z) = UB(z) = UArn+Crn(z) <ς UΆm(z) + UCm(z] <: UAm(z) +6 .
Let m-^oo and then £->0. Then f\AmcBλ
»>1

— / N(z, p)dμ(p).

2τt B,

and U(z) = UBl(z) =

Thus U(z) is representable by a mass distribution

on Bλ without any change of U(z).
Proof of 3). Suppose that

U(z) is harmonic in R and super-

harmonic in R. Then U(z) =— f N(z9 p)dμ(p) =^ f N(z9p)dμί(p)
-j
2τr B
2τr BI
+ — f N(z,p)dμ0(p) by 3) of Theorem 5. As above / N(z, p)dμ0(p)
= / #(*, p)dμι'(p).
B!

Then ί/(«) = - / ^, P)d(μ, + ^) (P). Thus we
2τr B!

have 3). We call such distribution on B^ canonical.
10. Minimal Functions. Let U(z) be a function which is harmonic in
R and superharmonic in R. If U(z)^,V(z)^,Q implies V(z)=KU(z)
(Q<*K<*1) for every function V(z) such that both U(z) — V(z) and V(z)
are harmonic in R and superharmonic in R, U(z) is called a minimal
function.
Theorem 9.
1) Let U(z] be a minimal function such that UA(z)^>0 and U(z} — UA(z)
are superharmonic function in R. Then U(z)={ — / -^
\2τr 9B0

on

2) Every minimal function is a multiple of some N(z, p)
3) N(z, p) is minimal or not according as Ψ (/>)=! or =0.
Proof of 1). UA(z)=— f N(z, p} dμ(p) >0
2/7t

implies μ(A)>Q

and

A

Ar^B^O. Hence A has a closed subset A1 for which μ(Aί)'^>Q. A19
being compact, can be covered by a finite number of its closed subsets,
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all of them having diameters less than some selected positive number.
At least one such subset has a positive μ mass. We select a particular
such and call it A2 . By proceeding in this way inductively, it is possible
to construct a descending sequence A19 A2J ••-, of closed sets of A whose
diameters approach zero and each of which has a positive μ mass.
Let p be the unique point common to all An and B19 Now since
μ(An) >0, the integral — / N(z, p) dμ(An) extended over An instead of
2τt An

A represents a superharmonic function Un(z) such that mass of U(z) I>
mass of UA(z)^mass of Un(z}9 because U(z)—UA(z) is superharmonic
in R, i.e. U(z)— UA(z) is represented by a positive mass distribution.
Hence the minimality of U(z) implies Un(z)=CnU(z) (0<CW^1). If we
write μή(e) =μ — , {μή(e}} has as an weak limit a point mass of amount
w
j N(z9 p)
located at Pm
Thus we haγe u(z] = _ _ f
on
Proof of 2). Take B as A. Then we have at once 2).
Proof of 3). Suppose p£B± and a function U(z) such that both
U(z) and 0<^N(z, p)— U(z) = V(z) are harmonic in R and superharmonic
in R. Then
NP(*> P) = Up(z) + Vp(z] = U(z) + V(z) = N(zy p} ,
Up(z) ^U(z), Vp(z) ^V(z),

whence Up(z) = U(z)

and Vp(z) =V(z) .

Hence by 1) of Theorem 5 U(z) = Up(z)=K1V(z, p) and V(z) = Vp(z)
= K2N(z,p). Thus N(z,p) is minimal.
Next, suppose that p e B0 and N(z, p) is minimal. Then N(z, p) is
representable by 3) of Theorem 8 by a mass distribution on Bί9 that is
N(z, p) — f N(z, p)dμ(p).
If μ is a point mass at q£Bly N(zyp]
= N(z, q). This implies p = q€B1. This is absurd. Hence μ is not a
point mass. As 1) of this Theorem we can select a decesending sequence
of closed subsets {An} of B1 such that μ(An)^>Q and diameters of {An}
tend to zero as n-+oo. Then the restriction of μ mass on ^represents
a superharmonic function Vn(z) such that N(z,p) — Vn(z) is superharmonic in J?. Hence as 1) we have N(z, p) =N(z, />*), i.e. p*=p, where
p*= Γ\AncBί. This contradicts p£B0. Hence W(z, ^) is non-minial.
By preceeding paragraphs we have the shema as follows:
* Regular I.B.P —> B0 (non-minim point)
Ideal boundary point <^
^^
^ Singular I.B.P —> Bl (minimal point)
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We see easily that if /?^0^,5) R has no singular ideal boundary
point and if R is a Riemann surface of finite connectivity, R has no
point of B0.
In what follow, we shall prove useful properties of points of R+Blt
Theorem 10.
1) Let Vm(p)=E[z£R\ N(z,p^m\
and suppose p^R+B^ Then

and vn(p) = E\z£ R : δ(z, p) ^—
L
n

Vγm(Pϊ(z> P) = N(z9 p) for very m less than M* = sup N(z9 p).
z£R

Hence N(z, p) = mωVm^ (z) .
2) For every Vm(p) p^R+B^ there exists a number n such that

Proof. Since N(z, p) p 6 R has the minimal *-Dirichlet integral over
7?, 1) is clear for p£R and since N(z, p) has its pole at p, 2) is also
evident for p 6 R. Hence we have only to prove for N(z, p) p £ B^.
Proof of 1). First we remark that p € B, and ωp (z) = 0 imply
sup N(z, p) = M* = oo . In fact, suppose N(z, p) ^ M<^ oo and ωp (z) = 0.
Then Np(z, p} <^Mωp(z] =0, whence peB0.
Therefore we shall prove 1) in two cases as follows :
Case 1. p£Bl9 ωp(z)=0 and sup N(zy p} = oo .
z£R

Case 2. peB, and ωp(z)^>0.
Case 1. p£ Bly ωp(z)=0 and supN(z,p) = c>o. Put limNv^p
z£R

n=oo

= N'(z,p}. Then, since υn(p] ^vn(p) — Vm(p), N'(zyp] has no mass excep
p. Hence N'(z, p} = KN(z, p} (0 ^ /£"< 1). But sup N(z, p) = ™ and
z£R

supN'(z,p)<m

implies

N'(zyp} = Q.

On the

other

hand,

N(zyp)

= Np(z, p) ^ lim N^pw^z, p} +N'(z, p) ^N(z, p). Therefore
N(z, p) ^ NVmw(z, p} ^ lim NVntP^Vm^(z, p) > N(z9 p) ,
whence

N(z, p) = NVm^ (z, p}.

Case 2. p^B1 and ωp(z)^>0.
our assertion is evident.

In this case N(z, p) =Kωp(z}.

Hence

5) OAΌ is the class of Riemann surfaces on which no non constant Dirichlet Bounded
analytic function exists.
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Proof of 2). Since Nv^z9 p)=N(z,p)

has M.D.I over

R-Vm(p),

'^ P' can be considerd as the equilibrium potential of Vm(p). Hence
m
we can suppose by 1) of Theorem 1 that Vm(p) is regular, that is,
θFwS
c/o 9Λ^
dn Λ=s2)r.
Let q be a point R not contained in Vm(p). Let Nn(zy p) be a harmonic function in Rn-R0—Vm(p) such that Nn(z, p) =0 on 3j?0, Nn(z,p)=m
on 3FW(^) and

=Q On 3^w-Fm(^). Let #„(*, 0) be a function

-

in 7?w-#0 such that Λζ,(*, 0)=0 on 3tf0, 3^*» g)=0 on 3Rn and #„(*, 0)
3w
is harmonic in Rn—R0 except q where Nn(z, q) has a logarithmic singularity.

Then clearly lim Nn(z, p) = N(z, p), because ^^ = ωVm^(z}.
n=oo

ΎYl

Nn(z, q} converges to a function N(z, q}.
By Green's formula
ι?0)

Nn(z, q )

» > d s = 2τrNn(q, P ) .
dn

Since Vm(p) is regular and Nn(z, q} is uniformly bounded on dVm(p), we
have by letting n^°°

,

Nn(2

(5

= N(q, P ) .

Assume that 2) is fales. Then there exists a sequence of point {#/}
such that qi£Vm(p] and lim S(qi9 p) =0. If M* = oo (resp. M*<oo),
let m'=2m (resp. w/ = »ι*: M*-— >m*>m+— , where δ =
and suppose that Fm/(^>) is regular. Then Fm(^) 5 V m /(j&) $ q{ . Since
/

—^-^-ds=2π, there exists a number n0 such that
f

Λ

> r e 8 p . 2*-^,, where

for

Now by 5)

4
n

f
/

Hence there exists at least one point z{ on dVmr(p}r\(RnQ—RQ)
2?Γ

N(z, qi)<— (resp.<m(
Wm-f—).
3 \
\2τr — SJ
4/

Let i tend

oo.

such that
Then we
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have N(z0y p)<^—(resp.<^m +—), where z0 is one of the limiting points
3 \
4/
of {z,}. This contradicts N(z0,p)=m'. Hence we have 2).

11. The *-Green's Function N(z, q] in R.
We give
Case 1.
Case 2.
Case 3.

definition of N(p, q) in three cases as follows :
N(py q} when p or qeR.
N(p, q) for p e (R+B^ and_qe R.
N(p, q} for peB0 and qe R.

Definition of N(py q) in case 1: p or q is contained in R. If two
points p and q are contained in 7?, we have by definition Nn(p, q) =Nn(q, p},
where Nn(z, p} and NM(z9 q} are *-Green's functions of Rn—R0 with poles
at p and q respectively. Hence, by letting n^°°, N(p, q)=N(q, p).
Next, suppose p e B and q e R. Let {pf} be one of fundamental sequences
determining p. Then, since N(pi9 q}=N(q, p{] and since N(z, A) converges to N(z, p) uniformly in every compact set of R> N(piy q} has a
limit denoted by N(p, q) as p£-*p. More generally, suppose that a
sequence {pf} of R tends to p with respect to δ-metric and that q
belongs to R. Then we have N(q, p) = lim N(q, p{] = lim N(piy q}. Hence
t

=oo

, =oo

N(z> Q) (Q ^ R) has a limit when z tends to p 6 R. In this case we define
the value of N(z, q) at p by this limit denoted by N(p, q). Thus we
have the following
Lemma 1. // at least one of two points p and q is contained in R,
then
N(P, q) = N(q, p} .

N(z, q} is defined in R ίor q 6 7? but N(z, q) has been defined only
in R for q 6 B. In the sequel, we shall define N(z, q) in R for q € B.
At first, consider case 2. For this purpose, we shall prove the following
Lemma. 2. Let Vm(p) be the set £[>£ R: N(z, p) ^m} for p^B,.
Then Vm(p) may consist of at most enumerably infinite number of domains
Dl (/ = !, 2, -). Then
1) The Dirichlet integral of N(z, p} taken over R— Vm(p)
every m<^M* — sup N(z, p).

is 2πm

for

z£R

2) Let Df be a component of Vm(p}.
Vm'(p] for mr: m<

Then Dt contains a subset D{ of
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3) For DI of regular domain Vm(p), the Dίrichlet integral of N(z, p)
3ΛΓ
taken over Dt-Όί is 2π(m'-m) f
(*, P)ds and
*DI

lim

on

/

where Un(z) is a harmonic function in (Dl—D/)r\(Rn—R0)

such that Un(z]

= m on 3D,, Un(z}=m' on 3Z)/ and ^<i±/=0 on 'dRnr\(Dl-Dl/).
on
Proof of 1). />€#! implies by 1) of Theorem 10, that NVm^(z, p}
= N(z,p).

Hence

^' *' is the equilibrium potential of Vm(p).

There-

fore, N(z9 p) = lim Uή(z], where Un'(z) is a harmonic function in Rn—RQ
-Vm(p) such that Un'(z)=Q on 9J?0, Un'(z)=m ondVm(p) and 3 ^ / ^-=0
on 3/?0A(l?-Fm(ί)). The Dirichlet integral of £/,/(*) over
is m

f

z

Rn-R0-Vm(p)

Since D(U^(z)) is increasing with respect to

*^ 'ds.

w and Un'(z) tends to N(z, p) as n-^oo9
lim Dpn_Ro_Vfn^(Un'(z))

= I>^_F tpi(N(z, p)) = lim m /
*RQ

on

Proof of 2). Assume that Z>/ has no point of Vmf(p] (m'^>m). Put
N'(z,p} = m inD/andN/(z)p)=-N(zyp)
for ^^(Λ-D/). Then D(N'(z,p}}
<^D(N(z,p}}. This contradicts that M*L£l is the equilibrium potential
of Fw(^). Hence we have 2).
Proof of 3). Since —LJ_£! Can be considered as the equilibrium
m
potential of Vm(p), N(z, p} has M.D.I over Vm(p)—Vm'(p)
among all
f
functions having the boundary values m on 3Vm(p) and m on dVm/(p)
respectively, whence N(z, p) has also M.D.I over Dl— D/ among all
functions with values m on dDl and m' on 3D/. Hence Un(z)-^N(z, p)
as w->oo. Since D(Un(z}} is increasing with respect to n and by Fatou's
lemma, we have
=li^
'

'

n

()

^
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= (m'-m)lim
f
^=^ds^(m'-m) f lim^&ds
»-~ dDΌcj?B-s0) dn
no "=~ on
.

on

'-m) f lim

On the other hand, by 1) and by the regularity of Vm(p) and Vm>(p]
Σ DDi_Dl,(N(z, p}} = DVm^_Vm,,f,(N(z, p)) = 2τt(m'-m}
f

>
on

w

m

ds = (m-m'}

f
/ ϊD{

ds

on

.

on

If DD,.Dl,(N(z,p))>(m'-m) f dN^ p] ds or (m'-m) f™j^ds for
'
θ/?/
3w
θz?/
d^
at least one D/ or D/ respectively, (6) will be a contradiction. Hence
DDl1.D,(N(z, p}} = (m'-m) f
'
θz?/

rf,
on

= [m'-m]

f
9£>/

for every Dt and D/. Therefore
/
DD,.
- (rn'-w)«=oo
lim
Dt,(N(z
9 p}} = lim
'
»=oo 0^.^(17^))
' '

= (m'-m) lim

-

= (w'-w) / lim

f
ds = (w'-w) / lim

Thus we have 3).
Lemma. 3. Suppose p^B1 and q£R. Let Vm(p] and Vm,(p] be regular domains with m and rri such that sup N(z, p}^>mr^>m, i.e. Vm(p}^>
Vm,(p}. Then
=

f

N ( z , q } d s ^ >

f

Proof. Let D be one of Dl which is a component of Vm(p) and D'
be the set of Vm'(p] contained in Λ Let N°(t;, z] be the ^-Green's func-
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tion of Dr\(Rn-R), that is, Nζ(ζ, z)=0 on 3Dr\(Rn-RQ),

n

on /dRn—D and N%(ξ, z) is harmonic in Dr\(Rn—R0) except a logarithmic
singularity at z. Then for given n0 there exist constants L and nλ such
that N2(ζ,z)^L in Dr\(Rno-R0) for w^.
Let [/„(?) be the function defined in 3) of lemma e, i.e. Un(z)=m
on 3£>, Un(ζ)=m' on 3ZX and

3t7

"^=0 on dRnr\(D-D').

Un(ξ)-m = m'-m on 3D' and

n

ds=

on

on

Then, since

Q on dRnr\(D-D')>

=

there exist suitable constants δ, and w/ by the maximum principle such
that
•m)

ό

in

Dc(Rno—RO)

for n

Hence
0 ^ —3

^T

3

on 3Z)n (Rno-RQ)

foi

Therefore by 3) of lemma 2

Suppose ^Gl? and let ND,n(z, q) be a harmonic function in Dr\(Rn
-R0) such that NDn(z, q}=N(z, q] /dDr\(Rn-R,}+/dR, and dN*> »(z> ^= Q
3ft
on /oRnr\D. Then ND,n(z, q) converges (converges in mean) to a function
^Yo(*> ^) which is called the solution of the *-Dirichlet problem with
boundary value N(z, q} on 3D.
Since N(z, q) is uniformly bounded on /dDr\(R—Rn,,}, where n" is a
suitable number, it can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 2,
by (8) that
lim ND,n(zy q} - lim A

/

N(ς, q}

on

where ND(ζ, z} = lim N°(ξ, z).
n =00

Noλv, since N(z, q) has M.D.I or minimal #-Dirichlet integral over D
according as q£D or q£D, N(z, q} = lim Nn'(z, q), where NJ(z,q] is a
M=oo

harmonic function in Dr\(Rn—R0)

or harmonic except a logarithmic

singularity at 0 such that Nn'(z, c/}=N(z, q) on 3D A (/?„-#„) and

9ΛΓ

»'(*' ^
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Hence ND(z, q) = lim ND.n(z, q) = lim Nn'(z, q)=N(z, q}

or <^N(z, q) = limNn'(z, q) according as q£D or not. Thus
W=oo

N(z, q) ;> ND(z, q} = A-

.

on

Let {#J be a fundamental sequence determining a point # € β. Then,
since N(ξ, #f ) tends to N(ξy q} as i-*oo, by Fatou's lemma and by (9)
N(z, q) 2> ND(z, q} = A- / N[ξ, q)

dN

(ζ

° '

2τt θ£>

on

z]

ds ,

( 90

where ND(z, q) is the solution of *-Dirichlet problem in D with boundary
value N(z, q) on 3D.
ND,n(z> q) be a harmonic function in Dr\(Rn—RQ) such that ND.^Z, q)
= NM(z,q)

on 3R0 + dDr\(Rn-R0)

and

dN

%>*(z> QΪ =0
σw

3Rnr\D.

Then

ND,n(z, q} converges to a function Λ^z, q) as n^°°. Clearly, as in case
of ND(z, q), N%(z, q} is given by

i. e. ND(Z, q} is the solution of *-Dirichlet problem in D with boundary
value NM(z, q), whence lim N$(z, q}=ND(z, q}.
The

Dirichlet integral

Έ±DDl(N%itn(z, q}} ^Σ DDl(NM(z, q}} <2πM.
I

Hence by letting

ί

'

I

n-^°° Σ DDl(N%(zy q}} <12τrM. For simplicity,

we

denote by Nvm^(z, q} the function being equal to Nff^z, q) (solution of
*-Dirichlet problem in Z)/) in every domain Z>/ with boundary value
NM(zy q}.
Next, as in 3) of Lemma 2, it is proved that N(z, ^)=lim Un(z) in
Vm(P)-Vm,(p),

f

w

rfJ

m

on

3vm,ίp)

dn

=

lim

/

»=~av r m c^
n

=™3vm,ίpϊ

3^

Λ

and
(10)

dn

where UH(z) is a harmonic function in (Vm(p}—Vm,(p)}r\(Rn—RQ}
that

Un(z} = m on dVm(p), Un(z}=m'

on dVm,(p)

such

and —-«i^l=0 on
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1?0

Let N¥mwtn(z9q)=N%itH(z9q)
we have by Green's formula
JΓ

in every domain D, r\(Rn-R0).

Then

M

V
(9
^N
FmC/0, n(Z,

because Un(z)=m and m' on 9Vm(£) and 9Fm'(£) respectively and
*(*><?) ds =
f
n
θ^«
.,kg)^ =
3^

f

9/?MVw/C/0

Then by (10)
ds=

f

N V
m

^m

(11)

v ( z , q ) d s .

Therefore by letting M^M*, by (9X) and (11) we have
,q}=

F m /»)

N(z, P)

f

p]

N[z9 p)
p]

dn

on

ds

ds=2πNv^(p, q] .

Definition of N(py q] in Case 2: for peR+B1 and q£R. Since
N ™^(p, q] is increasing with respect to m> N^^ίp, q) has a limit
denoted by N(p, q) as m | M*=$upN(z, p). We define the value of
v

z£R

N(zy q} at p G Bλ by this limit. It is easily proved that, in case 1) this
definition of N(p9 q) coincides with what has been given previously. In
fact, it is evident that N(p,q)=-^-

f

2τr ϊVmίp )

N(z, p)

and Vm(p)3q and that, by (5) ΛW(A q)=--

dn

f

2π θywc/>)

ds for peR

N(z, q)

on

ds

= N(q, p} =lim N(q> p{] =lim N(pi9 q}=N(py q} for p € B and q G 7?, where
, =oo

, =oo

{pi} is a fundamental sequence determining p.
Remark. Let Vm(p) be a regular domain and let {Vm.(p)} be a sequence of regular domain with mf f m. Then Nv™^(p, q) =lim NVm^(py q}.
In fact, there exists a number n, for any given positive number £,
such that

f

N(z,

On the other hand, suppose 2g€dVm.(p)9 z0£dVm(p)

and zf-*z.

Then
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ds and N(2iί

an

lim / N ( z ,
i=™3vmiw
=

-

f

q
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q}-»N(z0, q}, hence

} d s ^ \ ™
f
OH
<=- wmi<.p >r\tRn
-έ) ds^ f N(z,

N(z, g)

By letting £ -^0, lim Nv™ΐp\p, q) ~^Nv™^(p, q}. Next, m^O implies
Nv™^(p,q}^Nv^(pyq}
v

p

and fim#W*>(£, q} ^Nv™^(p, q}.

Thus we

v

have N ^ \p, q} =lim N >»i^(p, q}.
We define Nv™^(py q] for any domain Km(^) by lim Nv™i^(zy p) as
above. This definition coincides with what has been defined previousely
for regular domain Vn(p). Hence Nv^p)(p, q} is defined for every
(z, p).
Definition of Superharmonicity at a point peR+B^
tion U(z) in R. If U(p)^—

f

2τt zvm<:p')

U(z)

on

Suppose a func-

ds holds for regular

Vm(p] of N(z, p}, we say that U(z) is superharmonic in the weak sense at
a point p. Thus we shall have the following
Theorem 11.
1). N(p,p)=suvN(z,p)
z£R

for peR+B^

2). N(z9 q } ( q £ R ) is δ-lower semicontinuous in R+Blt
3 ). N(z, q} is superharmonic in the weak sense at every point of R+Bλ.
4 ). N(p, q} =N(q, p) for two points p and q belonging to R+B19
Proof.
p.

1) and 3) are clear by definition.

Proof of 2). Let {pt} be a sequence of points of R+B1 tending to
Since by the above remark Nv™^(py q} = lim Nv^p\p, q}(mf \ m),
m-*mf

there exists a number m', for any given positive number £, such that
Vm,(p] is regular and Nv™^(py q} <Nv™':p)(p, q}+ 8. Hence there exists
a number nQ such that
-

f

N(z,q}ds+2S

for

Lety m //(ί f ) be a sequence of regular domains such that pi~+p and
m" \ m. Replace GVm^(p, q} by Nv™^(p, q} in 3) of Theorem 1 of Part I.
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Then N(aίy q} on 9V>(A) tends to N(a, q} on dVm(p)
tends

QN

to

p)

v

and

dN a

ί t, P) js

v

ί?
ds, whence lim
N ">^(pι, ?)i> lira
N ^^f(p{,
on
«=°°
»=°°
^>Nv™cp)(p, q} — 2£ and lim Λ^, , q)^N(py q}. Hence we have 2).

q}

Proof of 4). Replace GVm,q,(py q} and GVn,p,(qy p) by Nv™^(py q} and
N ^(qy p] respectively and consider that {Vm[0)} clusters at 5 as
m \ M*=sup N(z, p). Then we at once 4), where Vm(p) and Vn(q) are
Vn

z£R

regular. Now we define N(z, q} not only in R+Bλ but also in β0
Definition of N(zy q} in Case 3 : for p£BQ and q£R. At first, if
peBQ, N(z,p] is represented by / N(z, pΛ) dμ(pa) (pΛ € BJ by Theorem 8
BI

for z£R, where μ(pa) is an weak limit and its uniqueness cannot be
proved by the present author.
Let £*,.(€ R) (/ = !, 2, • • • ) tend to pΛ with respect to δ-metric. Then,
since N(zy pΛt]-^N(z, pΛ] on ^Vm(q] for q^R+B^. Hence, by Fatou's
lemma

Nv^(qypΛ}=--

f

,

2τr θFmc«)

lim /
=

N(z, pΛt]

dN

^

q]

a

an

ds= lim

Hence Nv™^(q, pΛ) is lower semicontinuous with respect to pΛ for
fixed q^R+B,. Since Nv>»^(q, p) f N(q, p} at every point py
lim / ΛΓ«c^(ft ^) dμ(pΛ) = f N(qy pΛ] dμ(pΛ) (M* ^sup (z, q}}> whence

= lim Nv^(q, p} = lim
= ^ / ( lim
2τΓ B!

/

m+M* 9FmCί)

N(z, pa]

dN

^Z'

On

q]

ds} dμ(pa] = f N(q, pa] dμ(pa] . (13)
BI

Hence the representation
N(z9 p}=

f N(zy pΛ] dμ(pΛ]

(14)

is valid not only in R but also in β lβ
The value of N(qy p} (q^R+Bl and^65 0 ) does not depend on a
particular choice of distribution μ(pΛ}> because the left hand side of (13)
is given by lim Nv™^(qy p}y that is N(qy p} depends only on the value
m+M*

of N(z, p) in R. Now (14) means that the potential of a unit mass on
p£B0 has the same behaviour in R+B^ as the potential of mass distribution / dμ(pΛ}. From this point of view, we may consider that a
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point p£B0 is spanned by points pΰύ^B1 with weight μ(pΛ}. Hence it is
natural to define the value of N(z9 q } ( q £ R ) at z=p£B0 by
(15)

f N(pa> q} dμ(pΛ) .
we shall prove the following
Theorem 12.

1). N(pyq}=N(qyp) for peR and q^R+B,. Hence N(q, p) and
N(py q) does not depend on a particular choice of distribution μ(p<&}
2). N(q9 z)(q^.R+B1) is ΰ-lower semicσntinuous in R.
Γ). N(p9 q} = N(q, p) for p and q belonging to R.
2'} N ( z , q } ( q £ Ϊ i ) is δ-lower semicontinuous in R.
Proof of 1). For p^R-}-Bl our assertion is evident by 4) of Theorem
11. We show for p£B0. In this case, since N(pΛ9 q) = N(q, pΛ) by 4)
of Theorem 11, we have by (14) and (15)
N(q, P)=

f N(q, A) dμ(pΛ) = f N(pΛy q) dμ(pΛ] =N(p, q} .

BI

BI

Since N(q, p} does not depend on a particular distribution, N(p, q) also
does not depend on it.
Proof of 2). If p€R+B19 is clear by Theorem 11. Let {p,} be a
sequence of points tending to p£B0. They by 1) of this theorem
N(q,pi}=N(pi, q) and N(p, q}=N(py q}. On the other hand, by Fatou's
lemma lim Nv™^(q, pg) >Nv^q\q, p), which implies lirnN
ί— 00

(=00

Hence
) ^ N(q, p} = N(p, q} .

f

This completes the proof of 2).
Proof of I7). If at least one of p and q belongs to R+Bly our assertion is 1). Suppose that both p and q belong to B0. In this case
} = f N(z, p) dμ(p«)
BI

and N(z, q) = f N(z, qβ) dμ(qβ] (pΛ and qβ e
BI

Hence by (14) and by 1) of the this theorem

= f(f

(N(p« qβ}} d*(pΛ}} dμ(qβ] = f N(p, qβ) dμ(qβ] =N(p, q} .

It is proved as in 1) that N(p9 q} does not depend on particular distributions
μ(pΛ)
and
μ(qβ) .
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Proof of 20. Let {pt} be a sequence tending to p. Then for every
point qβ, lim #[£,-, qβ)^>N(p, qβ), which yields at once by Fatou's lemma
gn. N(pi9 q) = gn_ f N(piy qβ) dμ(qβ) ^ / N(p, qβ) dμ(qβ)=N(py q) .
Remark. Let U(z) be a function given by / N(z, p) dμ(p)(μ^>0).
Then U(z) is lower semicontinuous in R.
12. Mass Distributions on R.

We have seen that N(z, p) has the essential properties of the logarithmic potential : lower semicontinuity on Ry symmetry and superharmonicity in the weak sense on R+Blt But there exists a fatal
difference between our space and the euclidean space, that is, in our
space there may exist points of B0 where we cannot distribute any true
mass. A distribution μ on BQ may be called a pseudo distribution in the
sense that UBo(z)—Q and μ can be replaced, by Theorem 8, by a distribution on B!, where U(z) = f N(zy p) dμ(p). In other words, even
A)
when B0 is not empty, BQ behaves as an empty set for mass distributions.
Mass Distributions on R + B^. Since N(z, p) has the above properties, it is easy to construct the potential theory on R+B1.
The energy integral I(μ) of a mass distribution μ on a closed subset
F of R+B! is defined as
/(")=

F

ffN(q,p}dμ(p)dμ(q).

The ^-Capacity *Cap (F) and the transfinite diameter DF of .F are defined
as follows: *

ap

^ ' is defined as the least upper bound of total mass

of μ> on F whose potential is not greater than 1 on F.
DF=lim nDF9 where
n=oo

-J

I

n.n

-1- = —ί- ( inf Σ
2τtnC2 PiPjtF <<{
nDF
We see easily the following
Lemma. Cap(F")>0 implies *Cap(F)>0 for a closed susbet F of
R+B,.
In fact, if Cap(F)^>0, ωF(z) = pωF(z)^>Q and ω^^ε) — f N(z, p) dv(p).
F
1
3 f^)
Now the total mass of μ is given by
/ ωF( ' ds and ωF(z) ^1,
2,τt θ/?0 9/^
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whence #Caρ(F)^>0.
Then we have as in space the following
Theorem 13. Let F be a closed subset of positive ^Capacity of R+Blf
Then there exists a unit mass distribution μ on F whose energy integral
is minimal and its potential U(z) satisfies the following conditions:
1). U(z) is a constant C on the kernel of the distribution, whence
I(μ}=D(U(z}}=2τtC.

2). U(z) = UF(z).
3). U(z)=C on F except possibly a subset of ^-Capacity zero of F.
4 ) . U(z)=CωF(z).
Proof.

1) and 3) can be proved as in space.

Proof of 2). Since p£R+Bly N(z,p] = NVm^(zy p) for every point of
R+B^

where υm(p}=E[z£R\

δ(z, p) ^—].

This implies NFm(z, p)

= N(z, p), where Fm = E{z € R : δ(z, F) ^—], because Fn^vm(p).
m
we have UF(z) = U(z).

Hence

Proof of 4). Put U(z)=C<ϋ*(z). Then by 2) F(ω*(*))==ω*(*) and not
greater than 1 on F. Hence ω*(2)—lim lim ω*,Λ(2), where ω*, M (2) is a
harmonic

function

in

Rn—RQ—Fm

such

that

ω*t H(z) = ω*(z]

on

a^n(#M-#0), ω*.Λ(z)=Q ona^0 and <WLM=Q on dRn-FM. On the
dn
other hand, ωF(z) =lim lim ω m , M (z), where ωm n(z) is a harmonic function
m=co n=oo

in Rn-R,-Fm such that ωm>n(z} = l on dFmr\(Rn-R0), ωm,n(z)=0 on 37?0
and

3ω

» . «(*)=() on dRn-Fn.

Hence ωw M (^)^ω* M (^), whence by letting

^->oo and then wz-»oo, ωF(^)^ω*(^). Next, the set ^4λ = £[2G 1? : ω*(>e)
^1— λ]nF is clearly closed by the lower semicontinuity of ω*(z).
*Cap(^4 λ )=0 implies Cap(^4 λ )=0 by Lemma. Hence 0 = ωAλ(z)
i>l

(^), where Aλ,m = E[z£R: δ(z, Aλ) <—-] and coAλ,m>n(z)

is a harmonic function in Rn— R0— Aλ>fn

such that ω^ λ > w > M (£) — 1 on

3Λ.«, ^λ,m,M(^)-0 on 3#0 and ^λ_'^f)=0 on 3Rn-A,,m. Let

a#

{λj be a sequence such that λz j 0. Then
®m, »W + Σ
λf

<»A..,
m. n(z) ^ ®m. i,W
λ
»

Hence by letting n-*°° and then m-+°°, ω*(z}^>ωF(z).

Then &>*(£)
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Corollary. Cap (F)=*Cap (F) for a closed subset of R+ B,.
In

fact,

since
ds.

ωF(z) - ^ , *Cap (F) = 2π J_ /
^k

^

Hence *Cap (F) =Cap (F) and

9/?

0

W

Cap (F) = !//(/*),

where /* is the equilibrium distribution of total mass unity on F.
Theorem 14. (Extension of Eυans-Selberg's Theorem). Let F be a
closed subset of R+Blt Then Cap (F)— 0, // and only if there exists a
unit mass distribution on F whose potential U(z) satisfies the following
conditions :
1). U(z)=0 on dRQ.
2 ). U(z) = 00 at every point of F.
3). U(z} = UF(z]

and —^ is the equilibrium potential of the set

Gn = E[z e R : U(z) ^ m} for every m.
Proof. If such U(z) exists, clearly Cap (F) — 0. Next Cap (F)
= *Cap(F)=0 implies by 1) of Theorem 12 DF= 0. Replace G(piy pj]
by N(pi> pj} in Part I. Then we have 1) and 2). Since every point
mass of Vm(z) = -^-(ΣN(z,pi))
•
implies U(z) = (

=ι

-

2*

) = UF(z).

is contained in F, V%(z}=Vm(z}.
Hence

m

This

i s t h e equilibrium poten-

tial of Gm =
Remark 1. Let p be a point in B0.
and U(p) = f U(pΛ) dμ(pΛ}.
containing F.
Remark 2.
Remark 3.
example] .

Then N(z, p] = / N(z, pΛ] du>(pΛ]
β

ι

Hence U(z) may be infinite on a larger set F1

Theorem 14 holds for an Fσ of R+B± of capacity zero.
We cannot omit the condition that F£R+Bίy

Mass Distribution on R.

(See an

Definition of *Cap (F) and DF for closed

subset F of R. Let F be a closed set of R. Then Fr\(R+Bl] is a G δ ,
since B0 is an Fσ. We define ^Capacity and the transfinite diameter of
F as follows:

Put Fm = E[>6 R : δ(z, F) <—] and put *Cap (FJ

= sup *Cap (FJ and DFm = supDFa, where Fa is a closed subset of R+Bl
Oύ

Cύ

contained in Fm. Since clearly *Cap (Fm) and DFm are decreasing with
respect to m. Put *Cap (F) =lim *Cap (Fm) and DF=\\m DFm. Then we
have the following
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Theorem 15. *Cap (F) =Cap (F) = ±π2DF for α closed set F of R.
In fact, let ωΛ(z) be the equilibrium potential of FΛ. Since FΛ(^F
/^(R+BJ, Frnω<*(z} = ωΛ(z) for every FΛ. We assume FΛ \ . Then ωFαί(z)
converges to a function &(z). Then Ftn(ω(z)) :> FmωFα(z) --= ωFα(z) for every
OL. On the other hand, clearly Fm(ω(z)) <ω(z], because ω(z] is superharmonic in R. Therefore Fm(ω(z)) <Iωfe). This implies that ω(z) has
has M.D.I. over R— F. Hence &(z) = ωFm(z), since ω(z) = \ on Fmr\R.
Hence Cap (FJ :=*Cap (FJ, whence 4τr2DF=*Cap (F) =Cap (F). Particularly Cap (B0)= *Cap (50)=0. Thus two capacities coincide each
other. We call them capacity. Since ωF(z) =FωF(z] and ωF(z) is lower
semicontinuous, we can prove as 3) of Theorem 13 the following
Corollary. If ωF(z) φ 0, ωF(z) = 1 except possibly α subset of capacity
zero of F.
Hence ωF(z] has the characteristic property of the equilibrium potential in space. The capacity of Borel sets of R is defined as usual.
An Example
We shall construct a Riemann surface with singular ideal boundary
points and points of 50 and further we show that the condition of
theorem 13 is necessary.
Let rn be a circle: \z\=rn (n = l, 2, •••), where /Ί<<r2<>3, ••• , rl = \
and lίmrn=2.

Denote by Rn a ring domain: rn<^\z\<^rn+l and let

tl=oo

An, Bny Cn ring domains such that An : r w+1 >|^|> rn,Λy Bn: r W ( α J >|^|>

^,β, CH:rn,β>\z\>rH with rn<rn,β<rn,Λ<rn+1.
{An}.

Let ΓAtn be a circle: \z =\/rn+1, rn>Λ . Then there exists a con-

stant Qn depending only on the modulus of An, i.e. log—— such that
^n, 06

max U(z) <Qn min U(z) for any positive harmonic function U(z) in An.
Γ

*£ A,n

Γ

*£ A,n

p

Choose a sequence Pn such that lim —*-= co, (Fig. 1).
Qn

In Bn we make so many radial slits and connect them so that
every harmonic function \U(z}\<^Pn in Bn satisfies the condition that
the oscillation of U(z) on ΓB

n

is less than — , where ΓB

n

n

is a circle in

Bn such that ΓBι n : \ z = vV Λ ι r t , rn,β - We make the above slits as follows.
Put Bn = B, a = \ogrn,a and B = logrn,β. Let JC^>FB.n) be a ring
domain such that
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n = 1,2,

Fig. 1

Let U(z) be a harmonic function in /such that \U(z)\^Pn.
= — / t/(f)
2τr θ/

Then

s, where G(ξ, z) is the Green's function of / with

on
/^o

~\

pole at z. Since —^—- is a continuous function of z in / for fixed ξ
on
> *» dsy there exists a
and since U(zl)-U(z2) = — f U(ζ]
* 2τr θr

on

I

number m depending only on the modulus of / but on U(z) such that
I arg zl— arg z2 \ ^-^r implies | U(z^ — U(z2) \<i-r— for every pair of points
2
2n
z1 and z2 on the circle TB,n.
Let Hg and H/ (ί = 1, 2, 3, ••• , w) be ring domains as follows :

H/: /8 + (2ι-l)s<log|^|</8+2ιX

where

5=

Let S^ and S} (y=l, 2, 3, — ,2 m/ ) slits in ίίf and /// respectively as
follows :
Si: Λ-(2ι-l)

where / is a large integer so that | C/ί^) | <LPn and C7(^) =0 on Σ S« imply
*
1
\ U(z] \ <^ - on a circle Γ for every harmonic function in ίff — 2J S^ .
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Clearly #,-—Σ
SJ and #/—ΣS2
(/ = !, 2, •••, w) are conformally equij
j
f
valent. Hence \U(z)\^Pn in #,. or H/ and U(z)=Q on Σ Si or Σ SI
l

on Γf. and Γ/ respectively, where Γ,. and Γ/ are

mply \U(z}\<^

circles as follows :

Γ, :
Γ

/:

In H! and H/ identify the t\vo edges of the slits S{ and S{
m/
(.7 = 1, 2, 3, •••, 2 ) lying symmetrically with respect to the real axis.
Next, in H2 and H2 identify the two edges of Si and Si lying symmetrically with respect ta the imaginary axis. In H3 and ίξ/, in every
sector A$: ' ~ ^ ^^agr ^<-^- identify two edges of slits Si and S^
^

-^

/ i

lying symmetrically with respect to the radius: a r g z = ^

"\\ jr

Ύf

'-—+—

(/ = !, 2, 3, 4). Generally speaking, let A\ be a sector as follows:

In every ^4a^ identify the two edgds of S{ and S{ lying symmetrically
' π + -^—.
Then we have a
2''~2
2'"1
Riemann surface {β*} with only two boundary components lying on
log\z\=a and log\z\=β.
We shall show that {£*} has the property above stated. (Fig. 2).
Suppose a positive harmonic function \U(z}\<SlPn. Let 7^(2) be a
transformation such that 7\(2) is the symmetric point of z with respect
to the real axis. Then U(z}-U(Tl(z)) is harmonic in B* and vanishes
with respect to the radius: aτgz=^

o n Σ ( S / + Sί), whence | U(z}- U^^z}} |<—ί- on circles ^ and Γ/.
>
2w m!
-j
Hence by the maximum principle \U(z}-U(Tλ(z}}\<: in the ring
£n m \
domain bounded by Γ, and Γ/. Let T2(z) be a transformation such that
T2(z) is the symmetric point of z with respect to the imaginary axis.
Then as above \U(z)—U(T2(z))\<^-

in the domain bounded by Γ2
2n ml
and Γ/. Next, consider U(z) in a ring domain Γ 3 : /5 + 55<log|^|<^—5^.
Let T\ be a transformation such that T\(z) is the symmetric point of
z with respect to the radius: arg;? = —. Then U(z) - U(T\(z}) is har4
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Sector

monic in A

and U(z)-r-U(Tl(z))=Ό
1
for
\U(z)-U(Tl(z))\<
2n m\
for z

mation with respect to

on

2 (Si + Sί) A (A\ 4- A\). Hence
A(Γ 8 + Γ8'),

similarly \U(z)

, where Tf is a transfer Let 0! and 22 be two points in

4

Al and >li such that z2=Tl(zί). Then z2 = Tξ Tί T2(z1), where
Tl T1 T2(z1) and ^2 are contained in ^4|. Hence by the property of

T19 Ta and Til
principle

11<^

on

'U(z)-U(Tl(z)\<

Γ3_f-Γ3', whence by the maximum

3 ^ 3!
2n ml 2n m\
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in the domain bounded by Γ3 and Γ8'. In the sequel, we say that T\
Of

has the deviation <^ --— .
2n m\
For every /, consider U(z) in a ring domain D, :

Let T\(z) (ί = l, 2, ••• ,2) be a transformation such that T't(z) is the
symmetric point of z with respect to the radius : arg z=
Then U(z) — U(Tl(z}} is harmonic in Z?ίβ

-7"
~^T
zt
^
On the other hand, we have as

above cases | U(z)- U(T't(z)) |< —-— on ^n(Γ. + Γ/) for every t. Now
^
let Zi and 22 be two points not contained in A\ such that T\(z^=z2.
Then there exists a system S*1(22 of transformations satisfying the
following conditions :
1° Szltz2 is composed of at most /—I transformations contained in
T19T2, {TS},-,{T{}.
2°. SZl,Z2 has the form s^T^T*, - , TftT?) TV*, - , T'H* ,
L<,i-l

and

w^φf for £ = 1, 2, ••• ,&, £+2, •-• , L)

3. Tsk+2Tsk+3, ••• , T^(^j) is contained in ^45/ with the same index
W

*+ 2

W

*+3

M

£

Sf as that of T% Now suppose that the deviation of T$ is less than
—^— for every j<^i—l (this is clear for jf = l, 2, 3). But the deviation
of of S,lf,2 is less than the sum of deviations of {Tj}

contained in

. Hence the deviation of T\ is less than ——— , that is \U(z)
•i
2n m !
- U(T\(z) K - i on Γ.-f Γ/ for every f. This implies | C7(«)2w m!
Ί
<] -'-— in the ring domain bounded by Γz -f Γ/. Hence the deviation
2n m\
f
of Tl is less than --— in / for every i and t. On the other hand,
2n m !
1
S^TΓ
I t/(2ι) — E7(*2)|<— - for ^ and ^2 on TB>n with |arg ^— arg *2|<^— .
zw
i
z
Therefore the oscillation of E/(2) on Γ A | I is less than — .
Sg

z

Let Rn be a domain bounded by Γ (|*| = 1) and ΓB „. Then f\Rn
n^i

is a Riemann surface with one compact boundary component Γ and one
ideal boundary camponent.
Let {kn} be slits on the radius: arg 2 = 0 in Cn and let wn>n+ί(z) be
a harmonic function in Rn+i—kn such that wntH+i(z)==Q on Γ+37?M+/
(= Γ A«+/)> w».Λ+l U) = 1 on kn. Put ^w(^) =lim wn>n+i(z). Let w*n+i(z) be a
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harmonic function in Rn+i—kn such that tv*.n+i(z)=Q on Γ, w*tιn+i(z)='L
on kn and

ω

"+Λz> ~Q On ^Rn+i. Put limw*,n+i(z) = uf*(z).

If we make

every kn sufficiently small, we have
lim ( max Σ wn(z}} =0 >

(1)

Therefore we can suppose that {kn} have been chosen small so that
the above conditions are satisfied.
Riemann surface R. Let R' be one more Riemann surface which is
identical to 7?. From now, we denote by V(z},k',
the function,
figure, ••• , on R' which corresponds to the function V(z)9 figure &, ••• on
R respectively. Identify kn and kn' for every n. Put R+R' = R. Then
R is a Riemann surface with two compact boundary compenent Γ and
Γ7 and has only one ideal boundary component. In what follows, we
show that R has the following properties, (Fig. 3).

/

1

-_

'•

'

r'

vy

'

;

;

1

> 1 : 1'r, -'.;?,'

,' ' /-.' '.'.'ί!;
' ,' ' •' ' .'"'1

,>'

/

•'
'•—>

Riemann surface ^.
Fig. 3
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1). R has no unbounded positive harmonic functions.
Let Rn be the compact surface of R bounded by Γ and ΓAι „. Clearly
\J R* = R. Let V£(z] be a harmonic function in R£ + R£ such that
n

V2(z)=Q on Γ + Γ and V*(z) = I on ΓA.H + ΓAtH.

Then lim V£(z) = V(z]

log[z\_ in the ring domain . ι<|2|<;2. Hence V(z) tends to 1 as z
log 2
converges to the ideal boundary of R. Let V n t H + i ( z ) be a harmonic
=

function in /?£ + /?£,•-Σ*y such that
and VΪ.H+i(z) = lonΓAtH.
Then V£
w

(z)^V^(z)-

w,(z).

n+i

i+i

on

V£.n+i(z)=Q

Σ

W+l

in £- 2-

Consider V£>n+i(z)

/=!

Hence by letting ι-»oo and then

-^oo we have lim lim V^,n+i(z) = VA(z)^ V(z)- Σ ">,(*)

Therefore by (1) 7^(^)>0. (Fig. 4)
Consider a positive harmonic function U(z) in /? vanishing on
Assume max U(z)^Pn for infinitely many numbers n. Then min

p

*€iχn

^—^-. Hence by

the

maximum principle

Qn

p

^(2:)^—^ (V^. n+f (^)) in
**n

/?— Σ^
Thus we have by letting ι-»oo and then Λ->OO, [/(2f)=cx5.
This is absurd. Hence by the maximum principle U(z] <* max U(z]
<L

max

*e r A,» +I X«

U(z):>Pn

except for finitely many numbers. This implies
/

/

by the property of β* and β* the oscillations of U(z) on ΓB M and ΓA n
tend to zero as w-^°o.
/\
Λ
Let VH(z) be a harmonic function in Rn + Rn' such that Vn(z)=0 on
Γ + F and FM(^) = 1 on dRn + c)Rn'.

Then lim 7M(^) = V(z) = \\mV*(z}.
»+i
suc
Let F M f M + l (,ε) be a harmonic function in Rn + R'n+i— n+1
Σ */
b that
•+,y ιιn+f .(^)=0 on Γ+F + au^.+ Σ ^ and F MM+ί (^) = l on 37?w. Consider
+1

oo

FM,M+f(^) in If— Σ *y
oo

1

"

Then as above, we have V(z) = lϊmlimVn.n+i(z)
W

oo

=TO

ί=

°°

)- Σ »X«) in R- Σ *>. Therefore by (1)

lim (min V(z)) = l .
Next, consider F(^) in I?'— Σ ^
1

(3)

Then also we have V(z) =lim lim Vn+i(z)
«

ί

^ Σ3 w/(z) in /?'- Σ */- Hence by (1)

lim ( max 7(2)) =0.

(4
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We call such V(z) the harmonic measure of the ideal boundary deter00

mined by a non-compact domain G = R—^kj9 (Fig. 5).
1

-Λί

ΓΛ.

.r~ι α a

£DrOτCzra o σoooomc
i Λ «-f-ί

Fig. 4

If sup( U(z} = °°,

max

U(z) tends to °o as w->oo. This implies

by property of β* and J3*' that at least one of Mn = mim U(z)
Mw' = mim Z7(z) tends to °° as w-^oo. Assume MM f °°
t7(*) ^ MM(FM>M+Z.(^))- Σ ^W)

and

Then clearly

in R- f j ^,

1

1

whence we have by letting ί->oo and then w->oo, U(z) = oo. Therefore U(z) is bounded <LMin R.
2) There exist only two linearly independint positive harmonic functions
00

vanishing on Γ+Γ". Consider U(z) in R— Σ^
_

= lim ( mim U(z}}.
«=oo

^

Put L —lim (max U(z))

Then for any given positive number 6, there exist

2€Γβ>M

infinitely many numbers n such that
L + £ I> max ί/(^) ^ min U(z) ^ L— 6 .
^^Γ^^

Since C7(^)>0, (L+6)(F_+,(^) + f] ^
1

in 7?, Let /->oo and then ^-

+

^)^]

and further let £->0, Then

1

(z))

Wj
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L(V(z) + Σ wj(z)) ^ U(z] :> L(V(z)- Σ ι»j(*)}
Hence by (1) and (3) we have lim(max I7(2))=lim(min U(z))=L.Similarly
J

»=°° z€ΓBfn

»=<*>

z£ΓB,n

we have lim (max !/(*))= lim (min U(z))=Lί.
n=oo

z£'ΓBn

n

°°z

€Γβ,»

Consider U(z) in R. Then by (1), (3) and (4) we have as above,
for any given positive number £,
(L+6)V(z) + (L' + 6)V'(z) 2> U(z) :> (L-£)V(z) + (L'-8)V'(z),
where V'(z) is the harmonic measure of the ideal boundary determined
by G. Hence U(z)=LV(z) + L'V(z). Thus we have
3)

There exists no function N(z,p] such that sup N(z, p) = °o.

4)

There exists at least two singular ideal boundary points £ B,. Let

z£R

V*M+i(z) be a harmonic function in R'n+i+Rn- Σ k, such that V*Λ+l(z) =0
on Γ+Γ', F*B+,.(^) = 1 on dRn and3^^]= θ'g^.
Put V*(«)
n+1
+9^+|..
on
= lim lim V*M+g(z). V*(z) is called the equilibrium potential of the ideal
boundary determined by non-compact domain G and it is proved as
ωF(z] is superharmonic in R (R+B}. Clearly V*(z)^V(z)99
whence
lim ( min V(z)) = 1.
«=oo

On the other hand, since

V*(z) ^ Σ ^ί(^)

in

J

,6ΓΛjΛ

R'-Ulk:, we have by (4)M lim (max V*(z)) ^. Hence ^(^φF7*^),
i

=- *er^M

4

-

(Fig. 5). Now V*(z) and V*'(z) are superharmonic in /?, that is V*(z)

/

_

/ β ' n ""

"

Ideal boundary
determined
X b y G = /?-Σ&.

i cm CD CD o ciqcwDyC^:p Q α oσcui
/ / / y/
^«. »-N te) •* ° ^Γ/*.^
a

K,»4-ιO)

an

Fix. 5

~°

= 3/?'

k

Ideal boundary
determined
by G^ T^'-Σ^'
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= f N(z, pΛ) dμ(pΛ)
B

ι

_

V'*(z) = f N(z, pj] dμ'(pΛ).
B

Hence by the symmetric

ι

structure of R there must exist at least two singular points p^ and p2 in
B, such that N(z, pj Φ N(z9 p2) and N(z, pj = N(T(z), p2), where T(z) is
the symmetric point of z with respect to Σ &, . On the other hand, by 2),
and

5) TΛ^rβ ^Λ /5/5 at least one ideal boundary point belonging to BQ.
Let {pi} and {pQ be fundamental sequences determining p^ and /?2
CO

respectively. Then {^ί} and {p%\ are not contained in ^ ki9 because
the symmetric structure of R implies N(z, p1)=N(z, pz). Connect p{ and
p{ with a curve C' . Then there exists a point />! on k{. Choose a
subsequence {pi} for which #(*, ^3) converges to a function JV(^, p9) .
Then N(^,A)=|-(ΛΓ(2r,A)+^,A)), because ' N[z9 A) =N(T(z), p2),
+ V'(z))

and /

dN

9

^ ^ds = 2π (i = 1, 2, 3).

i.e.

Then

and N(z, pz}——-N(z, p^ = —N(z, p2] are superharmonic and
,z
^
N(z, pj is not a multiple of N(z,p3). Hence N(z, ps) is not minimal, i.e.
N(z,pι)

Aeβ 0 .

QnzrCap (β0)=Cap (p3) and ^3 is a closed set. But there exists no
unbounded positive superharmonic function in R. Therefore the condition
of Theorem 14 that FdR-\-Bl is necessary.
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